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Orono, Maine, December IS, 1949

'111F M tINE (MPE'S

Sixty Bucks But No
Deer For Hunters
From Aggie Faculty

Students Disagree On Coffee
Question; Many Views Given

Three members of the University
faculty returned from a recent deer
hunting trip to Washington County
four wildcats and 60 dollars richer.
Arthur L. Deering, dean of the College of Agriculture, and George E.
Lord and Richard F. Talbot, of the
Extension Service, didn't down a deer.
But they did have the satisfaction of
ridding the area of four bobcats and
collecting the 15 dollar bounty on each

The proposed rise in the price ,f
bookstore coffee next year has stirred
up a minor tempest in a teapot. Students interviewed in a campus wide
survey expressed opinions varying
from indifference to violent reaction.
The question asked was "What is
your opinion of the proposed rise in
price of Bookstore coffee?"
Answers included:
Mary Belle Tufts, South Esta-

ARROW DEALER

1!

in Old Town

A. J. Goldsmith

FREESE'S MEIS SHOPS
BANGOR, MAINE

MAIN STREET

Headquarters
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS

?")

Christmas Vespers
Program Attracts
Capacity Audience

!)rooke---"Eight cents is too much for
a cup of coffee."
Elizabeth Zaitlin, Colvin—"I don't
think that they need to do that."
Bryant Hopkins, Dunn—"Robbery!
I don't think that there's any excuse.
There's no justification."
Dick Dennison, SAE—"I think it
should be eight cents. It's about time,
because they've been losing money at
a nickel a cup."
Dick Buck, Phi Gamma Delta—
"Revolution! The red star is coming
to Maine."
Francis Noyes, Dunn—"I don't
think that it's necessary. I don't see
how it can cost them more than a few
cents a cup to make it."
Bob Dagdigian, Theta Chi—"I
think that's a gross prevarication of
ideals. I'm going to start drinking
tea or something that costs a nickel."
Charlie Brown, Lambda Chi—
"The capitalists are trying to bleed
the proletariat again. Come the revolution, there'll be less of this."
Edward Lawson, Off-campus—"Too
D—high. 6 or 7 cents would be
enot:gls. To H—with them. I'm
going to bring a thermos bottle."
George Morse, North Dorms—"I
don't give a D

More than 3,000 persons jammed
into Memorial Gym last Sunday
The Campus ride pool moves into
afternoon for the annual Christmas the final day before Christmas vacaVespers program presented by the tion with students seeking transportaUniversity Symphony Orchestra and tion to many points.
Rides wanted:
Glee Club.
To Providence. R. 1., Dec. 16, 11:45
The program, one of the most ima.m.: call Orono, 8758. To New York
pressive presentations of the year, was
or Wellington, Del., Dec. 16 or 17:
well attended by the public as well as
call Dave Fox, 8407 Bangor, or conthe student body.
tact Hirsch, Apt. 14-B, South ApartOutstanding parts were presented ments, or 52 South Stevens. Ride
by Lila Zimmerman. who sang "Lullay from New York City or vicinity
My Liking," Emil E. Winter. the nar- to Orono or Newport. Maine, Jan. 1
rator. and the brass ensemble of seven or 2; contact Willis Getchell. North
members.
Dorm #11, Room 8.
The Glee Club was under the di- Riders wanted:
rection of James G. Selwood. and
To Boston. Friday, Dec. 16. 11:45
A. Stanley Cayting was director of a.m.; room for three at $2.50 each;
the Symphony Orchestra. Professor call Jack Lord, Bangor 6570. T
Lewis Niven conducted the brass en- Philadelphia, contact Carlton. 409 Corsemble and combined groups.
bett Hall. To New York City, Dec
17, early, share expenses; contac
Hirsch. Apt. 14-B South Apartments
or 52 South Stevens. To Portland o
Westbrook, Friday, Dec. 16, at noon;
call 344 Orono.
A compound microscope and a block
dissecting microscope. both used for
years by the late John C. Parlin cd
Canton Point. have been presented to
Marilyn R. Noyes, an honor student
majoring in botany.
The winners of the WGUY radio
The University has been presented
with Mr. Parl-in's working h)oks and station scholarships and the Maine
pamphlets and 501 specimens of mosses State Grange Educational Aid Fur.:
scholarships have been announced 1)
and lichens.
Arthur L. Deering. dean of Agricu:
' "Air. Parlin. who r-2:eive-1 an honort.nre.
ary degree of master of science from
The winners of the WGUY $1(t
the University in 1947, was a well
scholarships
are Marie E. Bean. of
known plant collector and scholar.
Mount Vernon, Richard H. Cole. o,
Bryant Pond. Alvin K. Potter, ot
Ne!son Heads Orchestra Sabattus, and Shirley I. Stillings. of
Richard C. Nelson has been select- North Berwick.
ed to head the University of Maine
The two students who received the
orchestra. Other officers are Harold $250 Grange scholarships are Mary E.
Harmon. vice president; Rosemary Putnam. of Monroe. and John A.
White, secretary-treasurer; William Graffam. of Gardiner.
Bodwell, manager; Virginia Norton
All of these students have been very
and Rita Conte, librarians.
active in Grange and 4-H club work.
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FOR BUS SERVICE
Home for Christmas Vacation

Suggestion 1—A box of fine, long wearing Arrow
>nirts in Dad's favorite collar style. A white, a
:old color and a stripe! $3.65 up.

Take MAINE CENTRAL
Suggestion 2—Be choosy and pick out a few good
looking Arrow ties—a rep stripe, a foulard, a
polka dot, and a bold panel. $1 -$350.

EXPRESS BUSES DIRECT FROM CAMPUS
Tickets to all points at lowest fares
For tickets, reservations, information, contact the

'•.

M. C. A.
Maine Central Bus Lines
Suggestion 3—A box of Arrow's rn)n-sized handkerch:efs, colored borders. whites, or with Dad's
initia!s. 35c up
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CLEANSERS
VARIETY SCALES
-CEMENT
FANS 31-31 MU ST., ORONO, MAINE TOYS

You'll be sure to please them with "Arrow" gifts-gifts any man appreciates.

Suggestion 4—For outdoor Dads, a couple of
rugged and handsome Arrow sports shirts will
hit till spot. $3.95 -$10.

ARROW SHIRTS
TIES • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS
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Before the vacation rush begins, see your Arrow
dealer for some grand Christmas gift suggestions
for Dad, rich Uncle George, or the kid brother.
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Sororities Pin
68 Girls; End
Rushing Period

Guild To Stage Square Dances
Firs: Christmas Will Ring Out
Day Broadcast In Gym Jan.6

Last Wednesday, 68 girl students
were bow-pinned by the six sororities,
bringing to a close the first semester
of rushing under the new Pan-lidl rushing rules.
Those receiving bow pins from the
sororities were as follows:
Alpha Omicron Pi—Susan Chase,
Peggy Given, Pat Huddleston. Barbara Jackson, Nancy Johnson, Harriet
Riley, Gertrude Wyman, Eleanor
Zehnor, Deloras Amergian, Aldelaide
Grant, Aphrodite Lekousi.
Chi Omega—Anne Black, Bev
Bouchard, Jean Dolloll, Di Draper,
Lorraine Harvey, Carolyn Margison,
Bettha Norris, Joan Nutt, Nancy
Rideout. Lois Welton, Ruth Ellingwood, Nancy Mosher, Lillian Sargent,
Loretta White, and Mary Belle Tufts.
Delta Delta Delta—Harriet Bamford, Connie Colby, Mary Gerrish,
Jean Hoyt, Pat King, Dottie Leonard,
Mary Littlefield, Barbara Mason, Jane
Noyes.
Bev Pettengill, Sara Pray. Manic
Colonel Jo Josslyn, left, is congratulated by retiring
Spear, Debbie Williams, Ruth Judkins
Elaine Lockhart, after the announcement of her elecColonel
Bailey, Jenny Norton, Joan Vachon,
honorary Lieutenant-Colonel position at the Milithe
tion
to
Sally Stockton, and Ruth Watson.
tary Ball. Miss Josslyn, a junior sociology major from PortDelta Zeta—Lorraine McGraw,
land, was chosen from a group of five candidates. Miss Josslyn
Frances Williams, Barbara Chellis,
will review the 12.0.T.C. battalion next spring in her official
Pat Gray, Marilyn Maguire, Marlene
—Newhall Photo
capacity as Colonel.
Russell, Phyllis Atwood, Pauline
Johnson, Lorraine Karam, Charlotte
Lenentine, and Beryl Lyon.
Phi Mu—Shirley Ginn, Sally Arseilcault, Norma Drake, Pepper Burbank, and Joan Rossi.
Pi Beta Phi—Roberta Gagnon,
Jeanette Hovey, Mary Noyes, Phyllis
Jo Josslyn, a junior majoring in night in the Nlemorial Gym. She sucNoyes, Jean Palmer, Helen Strong.
sociology,
now reigns as the new Hon-1 ceeds Elaine Lockhart.
Marilyn Cockburn. and Liza Zaitlin.
orary Lieutenant Colonel of the Uni-1 As Lieutenant-Colonel, Miss Josslyn
will preside at a review in her honor
versity ROTC Corps.
to be held sometime next spring.
Miss Josslyn, who won the honor
Other candidates for the honorary
over four other candidates after a title were Jan Bannister, Genette Macgeneral student vote, received the Nair, Pat Murphy, and Raema Shultz.
Members of the February and June
tiny
gold cup symbolic of victory at
Al Corey and his twelve man band
graduating classes will be studied by
more than 1,000 prospective employers the annual Military ball last Saturday provided music for the annual event.
through a "breakdown" sheet soon to
121
11111.111MEMIIIINamonsrarsm-1601
1t1
1,1 1.23r
be sent out by the University Student‘
Aid and Placement Bureau.
The sheet lists the number of students who will graduate in each college, each course, and their degree.
according to Philip J. Brockway. (1i
rector of the bureau.
The purpose of the chart is to in
duce employers to consider membe,•
el the 1950 class for employment and,
when possible, to come to the University to interview applicants.

Old country songs will ring out in
The first Christmas day program
Gym on Jan. 6 to open a
Memorial
ever to be staged by the University
new year of fun and frolic for addicts
Radio Guild, over NVLBZ at 10:30
of the square dance. Dancing will
P.M., will feature a script entitled "A last from 8 until 11:30 p.m.
Merry Christmas," which will be diDances will be called either by Al
rected by Gloria Noyes and Bill Mess- or Bob Brundage, known throughout
ner.
southern New England as tops among
The plot will be an interweaving of callers. Al has been called by many
the Christmas story, with music fur- "The Champion Caller of New Engnished by Paul Payson and other stu- land" while brother Bob is not far
dents of the music department. The behind.
dramatic leads will be taken by Lois
The whole Brundage family is well
Murphy, Al Weymouth, and Jay Win- known in square dance circles, having
ter.
its own orchestra, books, and records.
The Guill will start the new year
The wearing of barn-dance costumes
off with a New Year's day broadcast, is encouraged and Memorial Gym will
at 10:30 P.M. over WLBZ, which will take on a barnlike atmosphere.
include a round table discussion by
Square dancing has been staging a
members of the Maine Debating Coun- come back in the United States in
cil.
recent months and frequenters of the
Chairman Leonard Minsky, George back-road dance pavilions can now
Brontas, Robert Moran, George Her- swing out in grand style.
shey. Donald Waring, and Howard
If you're not "in the know" on these
Foley will discuss the current national tricky steps, you are asked to come to
debate topic—resolved: The United the dance anyway, as it will give you
States should nationalize the basic non- an excellent opportunity to learn.
agricultural industries. Al Weymouth,
a varsity debater and president of the
Guild, will direct the show, assisted
by Martin Needham.
A satire on education by Marjorie
Malloy entitled "The Saber Tooth
Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineering
Curriculum," based on the book of the
!society,
held a formal initiation in the
same name, will be broadcast on Janroom last week.
Louis
Oakes
P.M.
over
nary 8, 1950, at 10:30
WLBZ. This will be followed by a The following named men were
discussion by members of the educa- initiated: Bernard D. Berkowitz,
Oliver M. Randall, Keith M. Fortier,
tion department and students.
E. Clark, Robert L. Freeman,
Harold
charge
of
Jerry Mudge will be in
Robert L. Thorpe, Allison J. Briggs.
the controls for all broadcasts.
John D. Cambridge, Howard E.
Small, Richard C. Tamm, Frank H.
Mademoiselle Wyman
Tingley.
William T. Farnsworth, Donald E.
Marilyn Wyman, '51. has been reappointed to the college board of Rawson, Richard A. Jordan, Alan R.
Mademoiselle magazine as representa- Works. Richard S. Foster. William B.
tive of the University. She is one of Otis. Robert A. Richter, Arthur W.
850 appointees selected as Mademoi- Carlson, Frank A. Butler, Donald M.
selle college reporters from a field of Smyth, Donald A. Richardson, Barrie
L. Reynolds.
about 4.000 applicants.

Jo Josslyn Reigns Supreme
As Newest Honorary Colonel

Employees Get
Analysis Sheets
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Interesting, responsible positions in merchandising, advertising,
fashion, management, personnel, or teaching await men and
women graduates of the foremost School of Retailing. A oneyear graduate program leading to Master's degree combines practical instruction, market contacts, and supervised V.ork experience—with pay—in leading New York stores. Special programs
for bachelor's degree candidates and for non-degree students.
REQUEST BULLETIN C-44

Plus tax
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After Graduation, what will YOU do?
EXECUTIVE CAREERS in RETAILING
reward Trained Men and Women

SCHOOL OF RETAILING
Washington
Square, New York 3, N. Y.
100

in frogrance...

Blended Satisfaction

Engineer's Society
I n 4,-iates Members

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

—your personality

THE SMOKING TOBACCO
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(TIEINE93 BLEND
PIPE TOBACCO
WOW TOSACCO CO.4S .10101111114 LP.OAK

New Atlantic Restaurant

BANK Bl II.DING
Call Orono 8171 for Appointment

for finest in service, food, and atmosphere
66 Main St.

TED NEWHALL

Bangor
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

The Maine Campus
Published Thursdays during the college year by students of the

University
of Maine. Subscription rate: 75c* per semester. Local advertising rate:
60e per
column inch. Editorial and business offices 4 Fernald Hall. Telephone Extension
52. Member Associated Collegiate Press. Represented for national advertising

Orono, Maine, December 15, 1919

ANY GARBAE Nr
i -1NEW cAFETEMTAJ

TODAY?

Too Much Art?

by National Advertising Service Inc., College Publisher's Representative, 420
Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Entered as second Class Matter It the Post
Office, Orono, Me.

Lines On A Sow's Ear
This week, in our letter column, we carry an anonymous
letter. It is not the usual policy of the Campus to publish such
letters, but this one is a choice example of several rather undesirable things.
In the first place, Prof. Vincent A. Hartgen does not own
51% of the stock in the Maine Campus. He does not own one
per cent. He is, however, a live-wire department head. The
exhibits and other work that his department has been doing
this year have aroused a great deal of local interest, and from
the standpoint of news, they are worthy of space in the Campus.
Mr. Hartgen is also progressively minded when it conies
to publicity and cooperation with the press—which includes this
paper. It is a pity for all persons connected in any way whatsoever with the University of Maine that the heads of all departments are not equally enlightened. Too many of them start
running for cover when "newspaper" is mentioned.
One of the prime requisites in the elimination of ignorant.
prejudiced thought which prompts such letters as the one in
question, is a free flow of facts, ideas and information. It is the
sincere wish of the Maine Campus that more department heads
would crawl from their shells and stop quaking with fear over
the printed word.
We go along with the fact that you can't "make a silk
purse out of a sow's ear." No one is attempting to. Neither
is anyone trying to make a "Culture Center out of a Kow Kollege."
As far as the "Kow Kollege" is concerned, we are not
ashamed of the fact that the University of Maine has one of
the finest Colleges of Agriculture in the country. We are not
ashamed that every year this college graduates young men and
women who go out into the world to work with the land in providing a fuller and more enjoyable life for all.
Also, we are not ashamed of the fact that students. faculty.
and others on campus are taking interest in the exhibits arranged
by the art department. We are not ashamed of all this, and we
are not ashamed to say so.
We are, however, ashamed to say that there are those who
read this paper who would compose such a letter as the one in
question. It is emotional in basis with no validity whatsoever.
It is the product of a mind which is one of two extremes. The
writer is either intellectually immature with a resentment for
all that is not familiar to him, or he is the possessor of a superego. a person who has set himself on a perch high above all
others, looking down on them and sneering in his own, selfsatisfying way.
This letter is typical of some that come in from time to time
without the writer's name attached. The mere fact that the
owner of these words did not sign his name invalidates his
thoughts. Anonymous letters are a definite sign of personal,
intellectual cowardice.
The letter came into the office on a penny postcard. The
writer should have spent his money for a lollipop it would have
been more nearly in harmony with his reasoning capacity.
As for the adult population: Let's remember that a university. of all places, is no place to nurture fear of the printed word.

Mail Bag

According To St. James
BY DICK ST. JAMES
I found out the other day that
Sludgey was back on campus after
recovering from his recent illness. So
I decided to look him up with the idea
of finding some material for a column.
I found him in his room with his feet
propped up on his desk, gazing
thoughtfully at the pin-ups on the wal'.
When I entered the room. Sludgey
got up and rushed forward to meet
me. We exchanged salutations and
playful rabbit punches, knocking each
other out. When we regained consciousness a few minutes later. Sludgey
bade me sit down and offered me one
of his roommate's cigarettes.
"Well, how are you, old man?" I
asked.
"Fine, how are you?"
"Fine, how are you?"
"Fine, how are you
The four of us sat down to a game
of bridge and nothing could be heard
for two hours but the bidding. shinkicking, and cursing. Finally Sludgey
tore up the cards and broke the ice.
"Well. what do you want? I suppose you came around here looking
for something for that crummy column
of yours."
"As a matter of fact, you're right."
I answered.
"Well, what do you want to know?
Shoot." he said.
I took careful aim and fired. nick-

ing him on the right shoulder. "What
I want to know is, have you got any
beefs this week?"
"No, sir, but we've got some lovely
veal chops. Only 25 cents apiece."
"Fine. I'll take five and—No. no.
Sludgey, not that kind of beef. You
know, complaints."
"Oh, yeah. Sure I got a beef. I
want to know where is the 1950
Prism? I've been waiting for it ever
since early last summer. My folks
want to sec my picture in it. I want
to see my picture in it. I had a profile
done, you know. When we got back
to school this fall they said have
patience. you'll get your Prism in
November. So here it is December
and no Prism. I even lost money on
the deal. I bet a guy that it would be
out before the first issue of Pine
Needle. I lost two bucks on that bet.
I'm beginning to think that the 1951
Prism will be out before the 1950
Prism. That'll 1):! a fine thing."
He threw himself on the floor, beat
his fists against it and cried. "I want
my Prism."
"Great Scott, man, get a grip on
yourself," I said. "I can't print that.
Sludgey. Someone might get sore."
He recovered suddenly. "O.K. Don't
print it. Print this—Merry Christmas.
everybody."
Then I left him.
Merry Christmas. everybody.

Maniacal Mutterin's
By

DOUG KNEELAND

Basketball coach "Doc" Rankin w:.- s
noted on campus recently gazing enviously at a couple of tall pine trees.
Seems where "Doc" comes from they
grow their men that size instead of
their trees.

Passing thought: If the interested
parties in the "no finals for seniors
question" were caught on the horns
of a bull rather than on those of a
dilemma, would they find it a bit easier
to throw?

• • * •

* • • •

If variety is. as they say, the spice
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Larry Pinkham of life, our climate certainly aisures
BUSINESS MANAGER
John Stimp.on us of being a well-seasoned people.
• • • •
ASSOCIATE EDITORS—Woody Bigelow, Don King Marilyn Wyman,
A truly fortunate man is he who can
Bob Snowman.
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Harry Halley be high on liquid assets Saturday night.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES—Ben Tucker, Jr. (Assistant Business Man- and not feel any depression on Sunday
ager) ; Virginia Stickney (Circulation Manager): Nancy Knowles (Sub- morning.
as* •
scription Manager); Dorrine McMahon, Bob Cormier (Assistant
Katie
Koed
says that she has defiEDITORS
AND
REPORTERS—Jim
Wheeler, Dick St. James,
COPY
Bob Slosscr, Steve Riley, John Connors, Thelma Arsenault. James nite proof that cold rather than heat
Barrows. Robert Dagdigian, Marilyn Drake, Harold Folsom, Robert causes expansion. Quoting Katie:
Lord, William Loubier, John MacDonald, David Marken. Roland Mann.
Barnaby McAuslan, Alvan Mersky. Bill Robertson, Dick Sprague. Ben "Why it's at least twice as far between
Stevens Hall and the library since the
Tucker, Jr., Bob Winship, Walt Schurman, Ruth Curtis.
DEPARTMENTAL EDITORS—John Murphy (Sports): Marilyn Hoyt cold weather set in."
• • •
(Society).
Speaking
of
the Masque reminds us
Advertising Managers); Gerald Robbins (Assistant Circulation Manager) ; Caroline Beckler (Business Secretary); Mary Ellen Chalmers that they are in the process of going
( Advertising Assistant): Jan Boyce (Assistant Business Secretary).
Shakespeare one better. Did
Marie Boynton, Wes Bradford. Winston Carter. Bryce McEwen. Joyce
McGouldrick. Cliff Manchester, Joan Russell. Ellen Stratton, Nancy he ever produce "Much Ado Abopt
Nothing" in twentieth century dress?
Wing (Circulation Assistants).

Speaking of electric stairways. maybe we've hit on a way to "unjam" the
traffic in the library.
• • •

Russia has the atom bomb! Britain
has devalued the pound! The steel
strike is threatening to cripple the
nation! But, the optimist finds solace
in the fact that even after "The Flood"
someone pulled the plug and drained
the water off the world.
• • •
How many trips to Pat's must a
guy make before his vision is multiple
enough to see as many girls on the
campus as there are men?
• • •
Seems to us that the Almighty did
a much better job in the Garden of
Eden than the Director of Admissions
did at the University of Maine.

Editor's note: The following unsigned letter is commented on in this
week's editorial column which will be
found at the left on this page. It is not
the usual policy of the Campus to
publish anonymous letters. We hope
Prof. Hartgen will forgive usfor printing and commenting on this one. We
do so only with the hope that a constructive purpose will be served, and
that the letter-writer and any who
share his views may be made to see the
error of their ways.
To the Editor: Does Vince Hartgen own 51% of the stock in The
Maine Campus? It would appear that
some such situation exists if the space
alloted his publicity is any indication.
This year's issues of the Campus have
been full of "Art." "Hartgen." "Exhibit," "Hartgen," etc., etc..—ad infinitum. You can't make a silk purse
out of a sow's ear. Neither can you
make a Culture Center out of a Kow
Kollege merely by hammering away
on those damn Art Exhibits in all the
papers.
—ANONYMOUS

An Echo From Colby
To the Editor: Two items of erroregarding Colby which I would cal:
to your attention. Both have probably
been mentioned to you already. but
just for the record:
(1) Colby-Maine game score-1312. not 12-6 as your story several
weeks ago stated.
(2) Al Corey played at this year's
Colby Week End (homecoming), not
at the Winter Carnival last year. He
should have played at the Winter
Carnival last year, 'cause the COC
hired Charlie Barnet and lost dough
doing it!!
No harm done.
GERALD B. FRANK
EDITOR, THE COLBY ECHO
Ed note: You have caught us with
our typewriters down. We are ewbarrassed. We are sorry. We arc
chastised. Thank you.
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A Vote For Wax
To the Editor : After hearing the
splindid performance of our glee clubs
time and again, I cannot help wishing
for a permanent record of their songs.
especially our own college songs, such
as the Stein Song and our beautiful
University Hymn.
I am sure that they could be prepared in album form and find a ready
market with the students and alumni.
Professor Sprague would at last be
able to enjoy having his oft-repeated
wish come true—that of having a recording of the Stein Song made as it
should be sung.
Surely it wouldn't be a difficult task
to make the recordings. Other colleges
have record albums of their glee clubs
for their students, alumni, and in fact
all who wish to buy them.
If they ever plan to put our songs
on wax, here is their first customer.
—RICHARD DAVIS

Credit Is Due
To the Editor: Undoubtedly through
some oversight, the name of the person
who did the painting of the nativity
scene that was exhibited at the Vesper Service on Sunday was not made
known.
I know for a fact that Bill Fogler
of Sigma Chi spent a great man)
hours working at this sample of his
deftness, and I thought that the rest of
your readers would like to know.
—J. E. E.
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University Sociey Spirals in Pre-Christmas Rush
I of musicians cheered the downhearted
I warriors with a soul-stirring jam session.
Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus, alias
Charlie Brown and Jan Pettee, came
early to Lambda Chi this year. But
considering the occasion, a Christmas
• Party, and the time. Friday night,
their presence was understandable.
BY MARILYN HOYT
i The couples danced. chaperoned by
The campus ripped the whiskers off ' Mr. and Mrs. Edmond
LeBrun, and
the old year last week end, refusing to
: were later entertained by pledges.
let it slip away without a final college
Clem Thorne, Harold Buck. Tony
fling. Santa Clauses visited the fraterPeterson, and Russ Sprague. Harry
nities, mistletoe was hung in convenHenderson and Flutter Floyd did a
ient places in the girls' dorms, and
dance
for the group. Cliff Card headthe merry Christmas spirit waved its
ed
the
party committee.
wand over the
Santa
was good to the boys of Phi
campus in genMu
Delta
Sunday evening, as he viseral, infecting the
students with ited their house in the person of Bob
Rendall.
yuletide cheer.

,
Mistietoe Spirit
Brings Parties
SantasAnd Toys

I

The group sang carols and laughed
Alpha Cans
held its annual over the amusing poems attached to
Woodchoppers their gifts. Norman Ness, past presiBall last Friday dent, gave a short talk and refreshevening. The ments vere served.
house was decoA Christmas party and panel discusrated to resemble sion were held by the Foreign stuMARILYN
the interior of a • dents last Wednesday evening in North
lumberman's hut. Estabrooke. The party was sponsored
Butdibeds, sawing equipment, plaid by the Orono-Old Town branch of the
hiankets, and mackinaws lined the
•
walls.

through
the person
le nativity
the Vesnot made

ill Fogler
eat many
?le of hi.
:he rest
now.
E. E

chocolate and saniwiches ?‘ ere served. John Stimpson and George Mos.,Association of University Women.
Following the panel discussion, the I The chaperons were Mr. and Mrs.' were in charge of the affair.
group sang carols and enjoyed refresh- Jay Calkins an I Mr. and Mrs. BarkPinned this week are:
ments.
Ann Dibblee, Elnui, to Howard
ley Goodrich.
Those participating in the discussion
The Chi Omega girls were out Bamford, Alpha Gam; Betty Luce,
were : Laurence Evans, Remigio
caroling Wednesday night. It sounded Salentine to Dons Smyth, Theta
Agpalo. Maung Htoo. Mogens
Knoche!. Nicole Moatti, Antonios nice, girls. Merry Christmas to you, Chi; Helen Pendleton, Colvin. t
Gay Peary, Delta Tau; Marilyn McPa pa dopoulos, and Artur Schoedel. too!!
Over fifty active and alumni memTri Delt had a pine party Monday Donald, Hartford, Conn., to Horace
bers of Alpha Omicron Pi gathered evening for its pledges. The various McGowan, Beta; Skeeb Murray.
at Balentine last week to commemo- classes did skits for each other, sang Salentine, to Charlie Simpson,
rate the sorority's Founder's Day with Christmas songs, and gave gifts. Re- Beta; Sue Catrell. Portland, to Don
a tea and social program.
freshments were served. Marilyn Hodgkins, Beta; Jane Beggs, Mount
Pi Beta Phi played host to faculty Drake was chairman of the party Holyoke, to Harry Eastman, Beta.
Marion Nelson, Fort Fairfield. t
members at its Christmas Vesper committee.
Phil
Reed, Beta; Sylvia Gabriel,
Tea last Sunday afternoon in North
Theta Chi held a houseparty last
Estabrooke. President and Mrs. Ar- Friday. beginning with a buffet sup- Husson College. to Chester Kennedy.
thur Hauck were present.
per, which was followed by dancing. Sig Ep; Nancy Knowles, Balentine,
South Estabrooke had an informal Ray Downs and his orchestra supplied to John Moore, Sig Ep; Joanne
Potter, E.M.G.H., to Phil Spencer,
Christmas vic dance Saturday evening the music.
following the Bowdoin game. The
Bob Dagdigian, as Santa Claus, Sigma Nu; Lynn Warren. Colvin. t)
room was decorated with evergreens presented the girls with gifts. The Don Harmon, Sigma Nu.
Engaged are:
and wreaths.
house was attractively decorated with
the
yuletide theme in mind.
Gloria Tupper. North Estabrooke.
Sigma Nu also held a Christmas
The M.O.C. also had a Christmas to Jack Chaplain; Gwen Small. Salparty Friday night. The house was
attractively decorated with pine. Half- party at the Skating Cabin Sunday entine, to Cliff Tupper; Genene
way through the evening Santa Claus evening. The club ate spaghetti and Painchaud, Lewiston, to Joe MeGlof(Chuck Loranger this time) arrived sang carols.
with presents for everyone.
•
•
Christmas carols were sung and hot

Van Heusen dealers in Bangor

•

FOR SALE
During intermission the woodchopt•ers were entertained by a minstrel
Model H-65 gal. Automatic Storage Gas Water Hever.
-I•
by the pledges.
John Wood Manufacturing Company
Rumor has it that all the enlisted
Approved
men gathered at Beta house for a
American Gas Association. Practically new. .Z.- (1
military brawl, while the more elite
than a year.
officers danced off to the Memorial
Gym. last Friday evening. NonetheApply to:
less. all kinds of happy crusaders
Paul Cloke
showed up at Beta, dressed in uni110 New Engineering Building
forms ranging from Revolutionary
Campus
War attire, to those of a Granger from
E
the back woods.
Oscar Davis an I a conglomeratiot t•-w----•
,Z
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
Wtth trrtelv• offie•s itt
E••tern M•in•
M•mbitt rtintlitr•I O•posit Inautanc• Corp.

Dec. 15. 16. 17
-THE RECKLESS
MOMENT"
James Mason, Joan Bennett
Dec. 18, 19, 20. 21
"WITHOUT HONOR"
Laraine Day, Dane Clark

BIJOU
II. NGOVI
Dee. 14, 15, 16
"BORDER INCIDENT"
Ricardo Montalban. George
Murphy
Dec. 17, 18, 19, 20
"THE STORY OF
SEABISCUIT"
Shirley Temple. Barry
Fitzgerald

PARK
HANI:011
Dec. 14, 15
"WE WERE STRANGERS"
Jennifer Jones, John Garfield
"MI' FRIEND IRMA"
.1,4in Lund, Diana Lynn
Dec. 16, 17
"TOUGH ASSIGNMENT"
Dm Barry, Marjorie Steele
"BADMEN OF
TOMBSTONE"
Dec. 18, 19, 20
"FAREWELL TO ARMS"
Gary Cooper. Helen Hayes
"HATCHET MAN"
Edward G. Robinson, I,oretta

Young

5TRF
I N D

Wide-spread
I'm Britt in
broadcloth or
oxford, $3.65

41110NO
Wed. & Thurs.. Dec. 14-15
Double Feature
"RED HOT AND BLUE"
6:30-9:20
Betty Hutton, Victor Mature
Plus
"STAMPEDE"
7:54
Rod Cameron, Gale Storm
Fri. & Sat., Dec. 16-17
"BRIDE FOR SALE"
Robert Young, Claudette
Colbert
Also cartoons
Sat. Matinee 2:30 6:30—g )!,
Sun. & Mon., Dee. 18-19
"OH YOU BEAUTIFUL
DOLL" (Technicolor)
Mark Stevens, June Haver
Also cartoons
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:27
Tuesday, Dec. 20
"JIGSAW"
Franchot Tone, Jean Wallace
Also cartoons.30-8:25
Wed. & Thurs.. Dec. 21-22
Double Feature
"MR. SOFT Tot
6:30-9:14
Glen Ford. Evelyn Keyes
Plus
"THE CREEPER"
8:03
Eduardo Ciannelli
Onslow Stevens

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 3.50 to 5 o'clock

1 an Tux with fine
piquefront, $5.95

It's going to be a white Christmas in shirts and
if you're going to do your home town up right,
you'd better be well supplied. Popular daytime
shirt is the wide-spread Van Britt with French
cuffs. For evenings, it's Van Tux with French
cuffs ... white pique front and attached widespread or regular collar. Look your best this
Christmas in Van Heusen shirts!

Van Ileuseir .

5

"the world's smarte,,t-

Shirts
PHILLIPS•IONES CORP.. INt'a YoKK I, N. Y.

• A.,1,4414111AVLIMIA.14%%1AVIAMAMA.MAVM,%1AAAMMAMA,WMA.1
1 our

•

VAN HEUSEN Dealer
in Orono

E. J. VIRGIE
Mill ,St.

o 401145
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Ec Skit

Shakespeare Still Treads Board
On Small Stevens Hall Stage

Cannons Have
rcmous Spot In
iNcival History

Maine Plays Host
To Women Officials
Of Eastern Maine

members of the Home
Hconomics Club presented a skit at a
Chrii:trnas party oi the group last
AL MERSKY
wedge-shaped stage due to the "u:
week. Carols were sung by the girls,
The Eastern Maine Board of Womled by Mary Whitcomb. with Mary
The age of Shakespeare is still re- necessary cramping and hindering of
en's
Athletic Officials sponsored a basNoyes at the piano.
membered in Stevens Hall.
the action of the most frequently used I Two i the most important eras
ketball clinic last Saturday afternoon
Students may have noticed that portion of the stage."
of American naval history are repreat the Women's Gym.
miniature replica of a 17th Century
Dr. Small also pointed out that the sented in the two pairs of cannons Coaches of women's basketball teams,
stage in a Stevens classroom but
"clever repartee that forms a large which for the last 17 years have team players, officials, and others inprobably without realizing that this
part of each of Shakespeare's plays pointed their silent barrels towards terested in women's basketball were
structure of wood, plaster. and beaverconstantly brings the actors to the the banks above the Stillwater river. present.
board has played a big role in the iorestage
The war of 1812 is commemorated
so that the subtle points of
world of Shakespearean and Elizabe- the
The purpose of the clinic was dembrilliant wit may be brought inti- by the pair of 24-pounders from the
than literature.
onstration
of the new rule changes
mately to the greatest part of the I U.S.S. Constitution resting on a
The replica is of the Globe Theater audience,
have taken place this year, and
that
!
concrete
in
front
platform
of
Fernald
which of course was seated
of Shakespeare's Lord Chamberlain's
in the pit." This fact would also dis- Hall. Called "long guns," they en- their interpretation. Members of the
W.A.A. Officials Club, members of
Men, as his acting company was prove
the wedge stage, he maintained. abled the 44 gun frigate to knock to
17.: ICI Exchange S.
Bangor
called. The first of its kind to be
pieces the British ships Guerriere and the Physical Education Department,
erected in this country, it was conI Java in that war which saw almost and P. E. majors took part in the
demonstration of the new limited dribstructed in 1930 by Dr. G. William Japanese Prints Shown
11 American victories on the sea.
Sinai!. professor of English, with the In Carnegie Print
ble and fouls.
Room
The two guns, which have a bore
help of his Shakespearean drama class.
Following the demonstrations, a regof six inches, are mounted on elm
A colorful exhibit of modern JapaThe small-scale model is a result
ular
game was played to show officials
carriages with four solid wooden
of his claim that the 17th Century nese prints is on view for the month
wheels. The cannonballs on the plat- the new techniques of officiating.
stage was rectangularly shaped in- of December in the print room of
The demonstration ended with a
form, however, will not fit the Constead of being of the narrow fronted Carnegie Hall.
question
and discussion period.
stitution guns, being somewhat larger
wedge shaped type as popularly supThe collection includes studies of than the bore of the gun.
posed.
animals and birds, pictures of oriental Beta Cannons
In an article published in the 1935 gardens and houses, and many attracThe cannons near the Beta tennis
edition of the Shakespeare Association tive landscapes. Quite a few of the :
court recall the advent of the ironBulletin. Prof.. Small, after extensive prints, which range in price from $4
clad warship. These 11-inch smoothresearch, concluded that as "the ma- to $30, have already been bought by
James E. Elliott. treasurer, has
bores were once mounted in the rejority of Shakespeare's scenes were en- visitors to the gallery, but there are ;
volving turrets of those Monitor-type finished the financial report for the
acted on the front stage" this would a number still available to interested
vessels which gained fame during the junior class up to Dec. 6. His statedisqualify the practicability of the stud:;Its and faculty members.
Civil War. Along with the rebel ment was as follows:
Income
Merrimac these "cheeseboxes on
Dues (freshman year) $770.00
; rafts" marked the end of wooden
Dues (sophomore year) 1,846.00
hulled warships.
1 •
Sophomore
Hop
259.15
I The smoothbores are now mounted
on concrete carriages and are ringed
Total
$2,875.15
by a circle of Civil War cannonballs
Expenses
and shells.
that
Sophomore Hop
$527.32
The years and students have left
Neither will
Sophomore Frolic
136.56
their marks on these monuments howBallots
13.33
ever. The concrete platforms have
rrst Class
Prism
192.00
somewhat deteriorated and the paint
vacation!
University of Maine
; in the Constitution guns is peeling.
after
Foundation
914.00
In addition some of the cannonballs

I

I

Elliott Issues Class
Of'51 Finance Data

I

SOME DATES WON'T WAIT!

and shells have been torn from the
platforms to which they were attached.
Cannons Once Red
The x\ orse humiliation the two pairs
-1 cannons suffered was probably
rick in 1932 when the barrels of the
Constitution were painted red by several students in a happy mood. During the war there was some talk of
melting the guns for war use but
that idea was quickly abandoned.
The four guns are the gift of
Llewellyn N. Edwards. '98. a former
state highway commissioner and a
Philadelphia engineer. Offered to the
University early in 1932, the gift was
accepted by the Board of Trustees
and the cannons were set up in their
present positions in that same summer.

So better travel Home and back on

DEPENDABLE RAIL SCHEDULES!
More Fun, Too, traveling with the gang. Lots of room to
roam around and visit. Mouth-watering meals in the diner.
Solid hours of sleep in your Pullman berth or room. Yes,
it's part of vacation to go by train. And don't forget, you
can check up to 150 pounds of baggage free in the baggage
car, going and coming!

COLLEGE SPECIAL ROUND-TRIP TICKETS
For Students and Faculty

A Winning Team
ALLAN-LEWIS

SPORT COAT
Meal Io clu.ol,spertswear and
your leisure moments. Your
choice of gun club check, herringLone, overplaid and diagonal
patterns in
wool fabrics.
All beautifully colored in new
autumn tones. Superbly tailored c
ty famous Rose Brothers.

leo%

$25
Cthers $18.95 - $27.50
ALLAN-LEWIS

SLACKS
Attractive, long wearing slacks
in covert, gabardine and flannel.
Select contrasting colors to complement your sportcoat.

$10.95 to $15.95

They'll be aveilahle at your
home town ticket office between December 26 and January 16. On coach or Pullman,
they give you the same discount and the same ten-day
stopover and free baggage
checking privileges as a regular
round-trip ticket .. . hut with
much longer time limits. For
example, get a College Special
to return to school after Christmas and it will still be good
for a trip home for spring vacation any time from February
15 through April 19... or for

summer vacation any time
from May 1 through June 30.
ASK YOUR HOME STAT;ON about
College Specials. Most stations
will have them on hand. At
smaller stations, the ticket
agent will gladly get a Coll' ge
Special Ticket for you. Just
give him a few days advance
notice when you plan to go.

$1,783.21
Balance
$1,091.94

Deans To Take Part
In Panel Discussion
Deans Joseph M. Murray, Paul
Cloke. and Mark R. Shibles will take
part in a panel discussion at the next
meeting of the Politics and Foreign
Affairs Club.
The meeting will be at 7:15 P.M. in
the recreation room of South Estabroohe. Thursday, Jan. 5.

Student Pictures Ready

All students who ordered pictures to
be made from their Prism proofs may
receive the finished prints by mailing
Waterco/or Donated
a postcard with their address to the
An original watercolor painting by Rd-Air Studio, 23 Hammond Street,
• NValdo Peirce. famous Maine artist. Bangor. Finished pictures will be sent
has been presented to the University C.O.D.
• art department. The painting. entitled
1 -Stud Poker." depicts Peirce's two
The Maine Agricultural Experisons playing cards on an old-fashioned ment Station has been part of the Unibed in an old-style room of their home. versity since 1887.

For Fun—For Comfort
—For Dependability

GO BY TRAIN!

AMERICAN RAILROADS
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FOR THE FIRST TIME

Crysial Tie Shop

A FULL EVENING
BOTH SQUARE & FOLK DANCING

Exclusive Men's Accessory Shop

SPONSORED BY THE SQUARE DANCE CLUB

Wide Selection of Neckties

PROFESSIONAL CALLER
MEMORIAL GYM

18 Franklin St.

FARMER'S OR WOODSMAN'S DRESS

JAN. 6, 1950

New A & P Block
Bangor, Me.
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BY JOHN MURPHY

THE MAINE CAMPUS

Page Sesen

Ski Team Opens At Franconia This Week
--

Conditioning means a great deal in
sports. Football takes a lot out of a
man. Baseball does the same. Track
does the same. And basketball is one
of the fastest games of all.
We have one well-conditioned basketball team this year. With these
words goes a deep bow in the direcThe University of ,laine ski
tion of the good Doctor Rankin.
squad will open its season this
Doe has himself a basketball
week end when it meets squads
squad that needs give quarter to
from 16 other schools in the andod man or no team when it comes
nual Franconia Ski Meet at Franto r lllllding up and down the
conia, N. H.
basketball floor.
Two weeks later, Coach Ted CurA prime example of this is big
tis' team will travel to Lake Placid.
Charlie Goddard.
New York, to participate in the first
national
invitational meet of the year.
Last year, Charlie was in what could
At Placid, the Bears will be matched
hardly be termed good physical condiagainst the toughest coMpetition availtion. It takes a lot of energy to move
able
with such squads as national
a big boy like that around the court
champion Middlebury, Dartmouth, St.
and Charlie just couldn't put out
Lawrence. and McGill entered.
enough of it.
Names Tentative Lineup
His stomach bothered him and his
Coach Curtis has announced a tentafeet never strayed too far off the floor.
tive lineup for the double-event FranOffensively, the big pivotman was
conia affair. Acting Capt. Dave Newdropping them in and tapping them
ton. Dick Dwelley, Chuck Barr, Dick
in. Defensively, he just wasn't there.
The
All-Maine
Hatch. and John MacDonald are enfield
hockey
team,
chosen
each
year
intra-clas
from
the
teams,
s
season
this
inThe notable change in Charlie this
cludes, front row, left to right, Eileen Ambrose. Joyce Chipman, Ann Dibblee, Helen Strong, tered in the cross-country event while
year has been the talk of the campus.
Barbara Jackson; back row, left to right. Rena Thorndike. Isadore Stearns, Jean Gyger, Isabelle
Newton, Cahrlie Broomhall, Ted
Charlie was a defensive sshirlStearns. Rita Conti, and Elizabeth Ma:- (len. nianag;-r.
Hawkes, and John Hawley will carry
wind against both Colby and
the Pale Blue hopes in the giant siaBowdoin. He seemingly cleared
loni.
every hoard during the two eveThe Bears' coach emphasized that
nings. There Inas plenty of air
the men chosen were all veterans of
beneath the Goddard! feet o hen
last year's squad because he had not
the rebound was in the Goddard
an opportunity to try out the more
hands.
than
E0 new hooefuls.
With Charlie as improved defenThings at the Pale Blue basketball
ter Vacation
STZ-Event Contest
sively as he is. a lot of the load is the State Series circuit, Coach Rom:
camp are anything but pale blue these
The Lake P:acid Meet is a sin-event
'en off Al Hopkins. These two big Ranki.i's Pale Blue basketball squad
Intramural hockey play will get un-Idays, the only sad note resulting from
contest with a limit of five men to each
men mean a lot to Maine as far as is firmly entrenched in first place with
der way Sunday. Jan. 8, according to; the lay-oft brought about by Christteam. Several men on the present
ball control goes.
three wins and no losses,
an announcement by Prof. Stanley; mas vacation.
sqvad have had experience on the
When Charlie starts dropping them
Last Thursday night at Memorial Wallace. head of the department of
The boys are right in the middle of northern New York
through the nets in his accustomed
courses and are
Gym. Maine proved that its win over physical education and director of the a win streak. and they would like to
expected to make a good showing.
manner. Maine opponents are going to
Bates was no fluke by downing last hockey league.
be able to continue it, fearing that a Many of the colleges have
need two men on him. The still-embryOlympic
season's champion Colby Mules. 40. The eight teams. chosen last Sun- two-week rest will slow them up.
skiers on their squads.
onic Maine attack will be 10-plus
to 34. with a strong second half drive, day night, will play a 28-game roundThings are so bright, in fact, that
point- biter then.
Sloppy First Half
robin schedule.
Coach Rome Rankin has joined the
Foen no.s. s ith the players still
Maine trailed 22 to 13. after a slop- Practice Sessions
firm believers in Santa Claus. He told
1,•:drnin:.-; the e
plicated pass and
pily-played
first half, when veteran
cot s,stem that Rankin uses, the
Practice sessions will be arranged by his lads two weeks ago that the best
attack reall, 'noses %hen it clicks. guar-1 Lowell Osgood pumped in three team captains. Captains will try to Christmas present he could receive
Granted that so far it has been
contact their players and players would be their winning their three
erratic and spasmodic, when the
Team
Won Lost For Against should contact their captain. Any pre-Christmas games.
A last second set shot by guard Ray
attack jells and Long Charles
questions will be answered in Prof. Easter Bunnies Now
Maine
3
0 150
124
starts plopping them, look out,
1Vallaces office.
They won those games for him. Crosby was just what the Maine
Colby
1
2 153
144
everyone.
making him join that crowd of Dec. frosh squad needed to give it a hardThe teams:
Lowell Osgood has been another de- Bowdoin
1
2 169
172
Beta Theta Pi Eskimos: Captain 25 expectants. He said the only thing fought 52-50 victory over the Maine
fensive standout for the Pale Blue in Bates
Lockhart, Beta House: Turmelle. he needs now to make him believe in Maritime Academy in the preliminary
1
2 151
173
the three games played. He held ColWhite. Shipley. Ouellette. Gordan, Easter Bunnies is for them to con- to the Bowdoin game Saturday.
by's Ted Shiro and Bowdoin's Dick
enue their win streak after Christmas. The game, the yearlings' curtainquick baskets to put the Rears within Brown. Murphy. Pierpont. Amann.
Pandora well below double scoring
The first opportunity the Black raiser, was a see-saw affair throughThorne
Clifford.
shooting distance of Colby.
figures. And he also provided the
Bears
will have to start converting out with the Sailors taking a 23-17
Black Hawks: Captain Hobson, 214
Charlie and Bert Goddard pulled
spark that downed Colby.
Dunn, tel. 470; Daigle. Levesque, the congenial "Doc" will be Monday lead at the half and Coach Hal WesAt the risk of being repetitious, let's Maine into a 25-25 tie after seven Campbell. Branscomb, Duff. C. Smith, night. Jan. 2. when they go against terman's crew coming back to hold a
have another look at the doormat sit- minutes of second-hall play. Two foul Estes, Chute, Ladd. Butterfield. Val- the University of Massachusetts for 41-35 margin at the end of the third
uation. Where has the much-talked- shots and a basket by Bert again don.
the third year. Game time is set for period.
evened the score at 29-29.
about item gone.
It was the final canto that told the
Delta Tau Delta-Kappa Sigma 8:15 p.m.
Three baskets in succession by for- New Olympics: Captain Brackett,
Could it possibly be in use again at
This battle, which comes the night story, however. The Middies came
Mayflower Hill?
ward Vic Woodbrey put Maine out Delta Tau Delta; R. Riley. J. Riley, before classes begin, promises to be a roaring back to tie the count at 48-all
For variety's sake, a good word front. 35 to 29, a lead which the Bears Roy. Rocheleau, Bertoldo. Dumais, hard-played contest in view of the with seconds remaining. Crosby put
for Colby. Following last Thurs- never relinquished.
Tocci, I.. Smith. Popadak, Reynolds. fact that the two teams have split the the Junior Bears ahead with a foul
day night's game between Colby
Saturday night against Bowdoin, it Phi Mu Delta: Captain Graham. two games that they have played to- shot, and Small's two-pointer for
and Maine, Mule coach lee
Maritime reversed the situation. A
was Woodbrey again who paced the Phi Mu Delta: R. Lord, P. Lord, gether.
stated that the crowd atti- Bears to victory by a 59-52 score. His 'Willis. B. Dineen, J. Dineen, Hayes. Veterans Back
Maine foul shot knotted things at 50tude in Memorial Gym '14 as the 19 points were tops for the night and Loubier, Dow, Barnett, Emery. BarLast year the Redmen knocked-off 50, then came Crosby's climax toss.
best that his team had encoun- also the top production for the young nard.
Sutton, Crosby, Hackett, and Dana
Maine. 52-49. in a game which saw
tered thus far in the season.
Cyclones: Captain Brady, Sigma three members of this year's States- all stood out for the Frost:.
season.
Ile also added that player relaAlpha Epsilon: Hart, Wilson. Her- men team throw in 30 of the points.
Woodbrey Paces
t•
hips between the tiso clubs
som,
Flaig, I.argay. Hale. Bryand, Those veterans back are Bob Johnston Women's Court
Bowdoin scored 15 points in a row
League
%ere tops. Maybe the Rates afand Alex NorsIcy, guards, and Ed
Breen. D. Lord, Keeney.
Will
Resume
fair was not a harbinger of things in the first half to go out front. 23 to
On
Jan. 3
Blue Devils: Captain A. Smith. McCauley (who hasn't yet earned the
11. before the lanky Woodbrey hit with
to conic.
Nordorm 2. Room 13. tel. 402: Phil- title of "Easy Ed"). forward.
Women's intramural basketball goes
Bates pulled what ranks as the upset four straight field goals. Art Dentre- lips, Erickson, Ribbons, Lingren. In preparation for this first game into
its second week of play Tuesday.
mom added four more points to leave
of the young season Saturday night
Bacon, Burton. Rooney. Bodurtha. of 1950. the Men of Rome will return Jan. 3. when West
Hall plays the Elms
the score Bowdoin 24. Maine 23. at the
at Colby by edginz the Mules, 60 to
to the campus on Thursday. Dec. 29. at 3:30 p.m.
I i blkm. Droulet.
and South Estabrooke
half.
59.
Mains: Captain Davidson, Sigma to try to iron out some more of the meets East Hall at 430
p.m.
Jack Christie scored four field goals Chi: Hammond. Parady.
The policy of all-home dual track
Dagdigian. wrinkles in Rankin's nationally famous
The remainder of the schedule:
to
pace
Bears
the
to
a
45-29
lead
in
meets will continue for at least two
I.ePage, Potter. King. Mooresheld, system.
Wednesday. North F:stabrooke vs
more winters, according to Ted Cur- the second half. Bowdoin pulled up Dolly, Russell, Maglis.
After the Monday night game, the East, 3:30:
Balentine vs. South Estawithin four points at 54 to 50 but a
tis, faculty manager of athleticc.
Phi Gamma Delta: Captain Gard- Romans will work toward their south- hrooke, 4:30.
Thursday. Elms vs. Off.
foul
shot
and
a
basket by Charlie ner. 54 Pine Street. Orono, c/o Mary ern New England tour against ConSpringfield. Northea stern, New
Campus,3:30 Modern Dance ApprenHampshire, and B.U. have been signed Goddard, a basket by Bert Goddard, Sullivan: Russell, Bartlett, Folsom. necticut. Rhode Island. and North- tices.
4:30. Friday, Elms vs. South
to two-year contracts for indoor meets and a basket by NVoodbrey put the Hunter. Charles, T.awson. Squires. eastern. three teams who promise to Estahrooke
, 3:30; %Vest vs. Colvin.
game on ice.
here in the fieldhouse.
give the Pale Blue a rough time.
Davis, Wright. Upham, Keene.
4:30.

invitation Meet
At Lake Placid
Next On List

Red Hot Bears !Hockey Tourney 'Santa Ca users'
Take Eady Lead Slated To Begin CD A• gain Jan.2 ,ad
Af

Crosby's Set Shot
Makes Frosh Debut
A Successful One
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New Nomination System Gets
irst Test In Class Elections

eember 15, 1919

Bigger Ana Better Carnivai Set For Next ronth

the stInie:-.2
to realize
in
them.
efftrt to make it Lig gc: o1.1
an
r s. the Ice Rceuc, the coronLtion
\ lee Pre sidLitt : Selma flrokly,
The Carnival
and the Ice
(Continued from Pagc One)
the king and queen, bus rides to Tile e""nnitt". with its various
Trask.
; ip Dennis, Augustus Gregory. Gregor ; Bald Mountain for the intramural and ; branches, has worked very hard for Wylie are gmly two of the new features
Vice President: Donald Barron. Nlacfarlan. Donald McCarthy.
intercollegiate ski meets. an informal , th(se ends and now needs only the supto the Carnival this year.
K. Jordan, Reginald Lord, ; secretary : Evelyn Green, Dorothy party in Carnegie Lounge following
Joseph Murray, Jr., Scott Webster. McCann, Ida Moreshead.
the Bowdoin-Maine basketball game II
,
Secretary: Eva Burgess. Ruth Hol- , Treasurer: Harry Easton, Harri- !I on Saturday night. and the intramural
1 .
1 11
,
VIII
i hockey game. The programs, with
land. Shirley D. Johnson. Elaine Lock- son Homans. William
Matson, George •
IJUl 11)11114 V LA TILL
.
i tickets included. will be sold up to at::
hart.
1 Tousey.
For the %trek of Dee. 12, 1949
e end.
Treasurer: George Bragdon. David ! Freshman Class
,
1 through the Carnival wek
.
The
annual
Intramural
Athletic
Cates, Alton Hopkins, Robert Kelley. !
To
President : Hot
iss,
Ru ell William ' Association's Intramtiral Ball will be
Frank J. Potenzo.
. Hirst, Donald LaChance.
',e:;1 (fl 17ri.!“y L veiling. Jan. 13, in '
Junior Class
'
President: C. Seymour Card. Vice President: Robert Ellingwood. i. Memorial Gymnasium. Dick King's
Phi Alit Delta
! band from Boston will play for the
e..ight Demeritt. Richard Largay, Lawrence W right.
1
Secretary : Beverly Pettingill, Lois affair and dancing %yin be from 9 p.m.!
In recognition of being the high scorer
\Villiam McLeod. Milton Victor.
. to 1 2.M. The ball will be formal and .
in the last to games
President: John Glew, Rich- : Welton.
i
i-,rd Gordon. Robert Poirier. Victor 1 Treasurer: Constance Lawley. Phil- the admission will be I ,ur dollars a
The recipient of this award is entitled to
1
ip Roberts, Richard Searles, Eleanor couple.
Woodbury.
I
$2.00 PERSONAL CLE4NING SERUCE
Stcretary : i )nrcen Bryant, Wini- &liner.
; Simultaneousi:: the Maine Outing !
ABSOLUTELY FREE
fred Ramsdell. Mary Dean Yates.
!'
Club will sponsor a semi-iormal Snow
Treasurer: Peter Arsenault, John ; .A brown Estabrook repeater pencil Ball in the Women's Gym. The Maine ;
Barnard. Janits Elliott, Elizabeth ' has Leen lost on the campus. The Pcars will play for this dance and the
Zaitlin.
finder v. ill please return it to Donald admission will be $1•5° per cil'"I'le• .
18 Mill Street
Orono 647
Sophomore Class
; The whole set-up of the Carnival
i Cutler. 423 New Dorm #3.
President: Edgar Lord. Dexter I
Stowell. Eugene F. Sturgeon.
(Continued from Page One)
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CORDUROY
SPOPT COATS

$1595
Maroon, Green and
All Popular Colors

Fine Wool
SPORT COATS
5.00
Big Variety.
Up
• • • $42a°
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